Account of WENTWOOD GRANGE, Cambridge.

Lot 339   BAY COLT

Foaled 9th November 2019  Box H 58

Branded: \( \) nr sh; 27 over 9 off sh

Sire  Lope de Vega  Shamardal  Giant's Causeway
Belardo (IRE)  Lady Vettri  Vettori
2012  Danehill  Danzig
Danaska  Majestka  Marignan

Dam  Dacci Brahma  Danehill  Danzig

Dacci Dancer  Danehill  Danzig
2008  Gazebo  Grand Echezeaux  Zabeel
Snaadee  Danzig
Tristanagh  Sir Tristram

BELARDO (IRE) (Bay 2012-Stud in Ire. 2017, NZ 2017). 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 1m, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Berling. His oldest SH-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc the placegetters Avonallo, Roussanne, etc. His NH-bred progeny inc SW Isabella Giles (Newmarket Rockfel S., Gr.2), Elysium, Lullaby Moon, SP Bell I Am and of Titan Rock, Got Luck, Bella Belardo, Belloccio, Golden Melody, Hale Bopp, etc.

1st dam  DARCI DANCER, by Dacci Brahma. Unplaced. Sister to Awesome Bro, half-sister to Muzdaher, Vinzy (dam of EL MILAGRO). This is her fifth living foal. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 to race, inc:- Dancing Derina (I. by Walking or Dancing). Placed at 3 in Aust.

2nd dam  GAZEBO, by Snaadee. Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Pendle Hill H. Half-sister to Dushanbe (dam of HOLY EMPIRE). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:- Awesome Bro (Dacci Brahma). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1000m, A$120,775, MRC Diversified Exhibitions H., 2d VRC Henry Bucks Best Dressed S., L 3d MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1

Muzdaher (Stravinsky). 5 wins-2 at 2-830m to 1400m, A$272,750. VRC Anzac Day 2YO H., MRC Mouawad H., 2d VRC Poseidon S, L 3d VRC AR Creswick S., L MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L Sire. Kim Ability 6 wins 1300m to 2000m, A$96,056, 33.394Rgt. in Aust. and Malaysia, WATC National Jockeys Trust H., PR Midweek Rozett Package H. Everest 3 wins-1 at 2-1000m to 1650m. HK$2,068,350. HKJC South China Sea H., Yu Yu P. Caroline Hill H., 2d HKJC Pong Chau H. Lei Muk Shue H. Vinzy, 2 wins at 1200m, 1400m, CJC Vernon & Vazey Truck Parts H., 2d Otago RC Melloy H., CJC Christchurch Casino H. Dam of 3 winners-

EL MILAGRO (Red Dazzler). 10 wins 1000m to 1400m, A$842,705. Singapore TC Kranji Sprint, L Mumbai S., Open H., Kranji A S., 2d Singapore TC Stewards' Cup, L 3d Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, L

3rd dam  TRISTANAGH, by Sir Tristram. Top filly on The 1989-90 Australasian 3YO Classification. 7 wins-2 at 2-1000m to 2500m, A$880,480. VRC Oaks, Gr.1, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr.2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr.2, NSW Tar's RC Furious S., L 2d AJC Flight S., Gr.1, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr.2, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Fillies S., RL 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, STC Reising Slipper Trial S., Gr.2. Three-quarter-sister to DUMAIN (Our) Coloraine. Tempting Sir, half-sister to Legendary.

Attemoping (dam of ABLE ATTEMPT - KIONGSTONE TREASURE (H.K.). ZAZA) Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Dushanbe. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners-

HOLY EMPIRE (Holy Roman Emperor). 6 wins-3 in succession-1100m to 1600m, 38,032Rgt., A$538,240. Singapore TC Saas Fee S., L 2d Singapore TC Magic Millions Juvenile Championship, L EW Barker Trophy, L Three Rings Trophy, L 4th Penang Sprint Trophy, L

Albumin (Foxwedge). 6 wins-1 at 2 and 3 in succession-1100m, 1200m, A$479,525. ATC John Size Hall of Fame H., 3d ATC Classic, L Heritage S., L 4th ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2

War Point (Wanted). Winner at 2 at 1300m, A$155,755. 2d VRC UCi S., L MVRC City Jeep H., Mayoral Charity Community H., SAJC Quayclean H.